SUMMER BREAK!

Head to the __ for some fun in the sun and waves
Summer __ offer many activities for kids away from home
Grab a glove and ball and go in the back yard and play ___
Video __ are fun, but don't forget to get some exercise
A swingset, playhouse or tree ___ is perfect for summer break
Older kids may mow __ or babysit to earn money
City, State or National __ see a lot of traffic in the summer
You may have a YMCA or community ___ you can visit
Younger kids may play with dolls, Legos, blocks or other ___ activities
You can visit a zoo, __ or science center
Moving during the summer is easier since the kids are out of __
Some families enjoy camping in the woods or __ on the lake
Travel plans may include flying or __, depending on cost and distance
Some students have summer ___ lists; others enjoy books for fun
Summer camps now offer specialize topics like __, band or theater
Summer sports: __, soccer, tennis, or golf
Go for a ___ on trails or designated paths
Keep in touch over the summer with texting, online games and ___
Parents may need help with house __ like landscaping or remodeling
__ pools and water parks are popular in the summer
__ TV can be fun, but there aren't as many good shows in the summer
Running through the __ in the back yard can cool you off
Go visit the __ where the air is cooler at higher altitudes
__ like to hang out with their friends at the mall when it's too hot out
Cards and board games are good ___ and teach social skills
Everyone should go to Six Flags, __ or Disney World at least once
Kids spending the day with friends may lead to ___ at night
Summer is a good time to visit ___ and relatives who live far away
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P  G  L  M  N  R  E  A  D  I  N  G  N  L
A  J  G  C  C  A  S  W  I  M  M  I  N  G  O
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B  T  P  L  C  X  B  I  B  R  E  I  I  N
G  I  A  V  T  A  T  I  C  O  E  N  C  N  I
B  N  R  H  L  I  E  R  K  A  O  G  S  K  A
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F  C  N  I  S  T  C  E  J  O  R  P  H  E  N
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